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U.S. CPI Preview: March 2023 
MNI View: Core CPI Seen Holding Jan Pace After Historical Rally 

By Chris Harrison and Tim Cooper 
 

SUMMARY 

• Core CPI inflation is seen holding a 0.4% M/M clip for the third month running in February.  

• It is however expected to have been boosted by a bounce in used car prices rather than more broad-based 
pressure, especially in light of a sizeable easing in supply chain pressures.  

• Core non-housing services will again be in focus after moderating to a mixed extent in January, whilst OER 
and primary rents inflation are seen slowing slightly further.  

• Powell had last week opened the door to a 50bp hike at the March FOMC, arguably dented after Friday’s 
payrolls report showed softer wage pressures despite continued surprise strength for payrolls growth. That 
already seems like a long time ago: a historical fixed income rally on regional bank contagion fears now 
sees only one more 25bp hike for the cycle priced, after a 100bp drop in 2Y Tsy yields in three days.  

 
 Core CPI Widely Seen Maintaining 0.4% M/M  

• Core CPI inflation is seen holding at 0.4% for the 
third month running in February. 

• There is only very mild analyst skew to a stronger 
0.5% M/M print, with an average survey response 
of 0.41% exactly the same as an in-line January.   

• If consensus is accurate, the headline Y/Y rate 
should ease 40bps vs just 10bps for the core.  

 
Analyst Expectations Of Key Sequential Drivers  
(vs prior month M/M) 

• Used cars (large +ve): CPI used car prices 
continued to shift lower back in January despite 
Manheim auction prices starting to turn higher. This time, a second and sharper increase in auction prices 
sees a decent bounce from most analysts who explicitly quote it. Taking one of the smallest specific 
estimates we’ve seen, +0.5% M/M from GS, this would add getting close to 0.1pp to core CPI inflation (not 
just core goods) after January’s -1.94% M/M.  

• Airfares (+ve): There appears a wide range of expectations, from little change to bouncing 8% in the case 
of GS, but in all cases it’s a decent bounce after two months of -2% declines. It’s helped by higher jet fuel 
prices plus in the case of GS, real-time airline fare monitoring.  

• Rents (-ve): Key rent measures are seen with a further moderation similar to that of January. Analysts see 
an average 0.63% (range 0.59-0.67) for OER after January’s 0.67% M/M, and 0.67% for tenants’ rents 
(range 0.62-0.70) after 0.74% M/M. Lodging away from home is also seen unlikely to match the 1.2% rise.  
 

• Non-core: Energy (-ve): Energy CPI is seen slowing after January’s 2.0% increase, with mixed individual 
drivers potentially seeing only a small increase on the month.  

 
Mixed Core Goods: Stronger Cars but Weaker Elsewhere?  
Including last month’s annual revisions, one of the main 
sequential developments was a bounce back in core goods 
prices, ticking back into positive territory after prior months of 
deflation were revised smaller than first thought. The increase 
in January was led by non-used cars prices as the latter 
continued to fall heavily although we could see the opposite this 
time. The Fed is more likely focused on broader price pressures 
within the core goods category. Here, February’s notable step 
lower in the NY Fed’s global supply chain pressures index to hit 
levels consistent with pre-pandemic levels would imply at least 
some downward pressure on goods prices.  

 Jan 
actual 

February 
consensus 

Core 0.41% Median 0.4%, av 0.41% 

Headline 0.52% Median 0.4%, av 0.40% 

Core Y/Y 5.58% 5.5% (off 6.6% peak) 

Headline Y/Y 6.41% 6.0% (off 9.1% peak) 
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Core Non-Housing Services Again In Focus 
Non-housing core service inflation eased in January by 
varying extents depending on which measure you use. Core 
non-rent of shelter service inflation fell from 0.40% to 0.24% 
M/M but if you only strip out OER and primary rents, non-
housing service inflation eased only modestly from 0.39% to 
0.36% M/M as a result of strength in hotel prices in January. 
Morgan Stanley look for this broader non-housing core 
service measure to ease to 0.14%, in what aside from July’s 
0.07% would be the first monthly rate below that consistent 
2% annualized inflation since Sep’21. By comparison, BofA 
forecast an increase to 0.40% M/M. Of course this is CPI and 
not PCE. With the health insurance category irrelevant for 
PCE services, we will focus on what happens to other medical 
care service prices to get a better gauge on underlying service inflation. A core services print with an upside limited 
to a bounce in airfares and weaker other details would have notably dovish implications.  
 
The Report Lands After A Historical Rally 
At typing, 2Y Treasury yields have rallied 100bps in three 
days to 4.07%. It comes as Fed Funds futures price just a 
20bp hike for the March 22 FOMC (43bp three days ago 
before SVB’s issues became more widely known), topping 
out with a cumulative 25bp of hikes to 4.8% for May (a 
terminal down 90bps from the implied 5.69% for the Sept 
meeting on Wednesday’s close) and eying 65bps of cuts to 
year-end. March becomes the first "live" FOMC rate decision 
in a long time, as it stands in a highly fluid environment.   
 

• Powell has throughout this hiking cycle preferred to 
steer the market carefully toward one decision or another to avoid volatility and to keep focus on the 
communications/guidance. 

• But implied probability of a pause vs 25bp hike at the March FOMC hit a 50%/50% chance (12.5bp priced) 
Monday morning before currently pushing back nearer 25bps. Meanwhile the current leadership "guidance" 
going into the blackout period was from Powell implying 50bp was firmly on the table, and that may well 
have been their base case as recently as the middle of last week.  

• Tomorrow's CPI will play a part in the decision, and market pricing could yet consolidate around a 25bp 
hike although 50bp looks less and less likely barring an inflation shocker. 

• With such uncertainty about the US bank situation and how the Fed sees it impacting the economic outlook 
(let alone how it sees the latest jobs and CPI data), the 2-day FOMC looms large, particularly since the 
communications task was already going to be increasingly complicated by the new Dot Plot. 

• Given the way this Fed has handled hike uncertainty in the past it wouldn't be a major surprise to get some 
indication of which way the Fed is leaning by the start of next week (think June's 75bp hike communication 
via the WSJ).  

• That could especially be the case if - once the dust has settled a little in the next few days - the market 
starts pricing a pause but the FOMC still sees the risks of undertightening as being greater than those of 
overtightening given the run of strong data.  

• Goldman Sachs were early in calling for a temporary pause before resuming 25bps hikes thereafter (a 
concept Chair Powell pushed back on at the February FOMC press conference, see below) whilst NatWest 
also call for a pause and don’t rule out an end to the hiking cycle.  

 
JEANNA SMIALEK (NYT): I mean, would it be possible to take a meeting off, for example, and then resume? You know, could 
you, rather than just doing at every meeting that move, go a little bit more slowly, take some gaps in between moves? 
 
CHAIR POWELL. I mean, I think this is not something that the Committee is thinking about or exploring in any kind of detail. In 
principle, though, you know, we used to—the thing we used to do was go every other meeting, if you remember, 25 basis points, 
and that was considered a fast pace. So I think a lot of options are available. And I mean, you saw what the Bank of Canada did 
and, you know, they left it that they’re willing to raise rates after pausing. But this is not something that the Federal Open Market 
Committee is on the point of deciding right now. 
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Prior market reaction: Fixed income market reaction has been sizeable even in the case of the last two prints 
coming in broadly in line with consensus, and particularly large in the event of the misses of Oct and Nov reports. 
Coming after the historically large moves of recent days, any surprises are likely to further add to volatility, perhaps 
especially in the event of a beat.  
 

Report Date Outcome Moves in 2Y Treasury yields 

Oct CPI Nov 10 Miss: 0.27 vs 0.5 cons Fell 30bps at its most, closed 26bps lower 

Nov CPI Dec 13 Miss: 0.20 vs 0.3 cons Fell 24bps at its most, closed 15.5bps lower 

Dec CPI Jan 12 In line: 0.30 vs 0.3 cons Fell 10bps at its most, closed 6bps lower 

Jan CPI Feb 14 In line: 0.41 vs 0.4 cons Volatile but increased 3bps first 90mins, closed 11bps higher 

 

 

Recent Inflation Developments 

 
 

Full recap of Jan CPI report here: https://marketnews.com/mni-us-inflation-insight-feb-23-another-boost-for-higher-for-
longer-theme 
Full recap of Friday’s Feb payrolls report here, including a summary of analyst Fed views: https://marketnews.com/mni-
employment-insight-mar-23-svb-related-fallout-trumps-goldilocks-report  
 
 
The upward revisions to the latest three months of core CPI have helped partially vindicate the Cleveland Fed Nowcast. It still 
overshot Oct and Nov readings by 0.2pps before 0.08pps in Dec and then 0.05pps in Jan, the smallest difference in absolute 
terms since April. For February, the core nowcast of 0.45% M/M would bang in line with consensus assuming a similar mild 
overshoot to last month.  

 

https://marketnews.com/mni-us-inflation-insight-feb-23-another-boost-for-higher-for-longer-theme
https://marketnews.com/mni-us-inflation-insight-feb-23-another-boost-for-higher-for-longer-theme
https://marketnews.com/mni-employment-insight-mar-23-svb-related-fallout-trumps-goldilocks-report
https://marketnews.com/mni-employment-insight-mar-23-svb-related-fallout-trumps-goldilocks-report
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Two measures with stronger monthly developments: i) new lease measures of rental inflation have further bucked the trend 
in February, after in January pausing what had been a string of sharply lower months. ii) Manheim used car prices surprisingly 
pushed 4% higher in Feb after 2.5% in Jan for a 7.5% increase since November’s most recent low, in a reminder that the 
reversal of the 2021 price surge might not be smooth.  
 
Mixed domestic energy price pressures: gasoline prices pushed higher holding on average a higher level than in January but 
diesel and nat gas prices are lower.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

(Analyst previews follow below) 
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Analyst Previews for Feb 2023 CPI Report 
(In order of strongest to weakest for core inflation): 
 
TD: Above Consensus As Recent Large Relief From Goods Deflation Starts Normalizing 

• TD see core CPI prices having likely gained momentum in February with the index rising a strong 0.5% 
M/M, as we look for the recent large relief from goods deflation to start normalizing.  

• Shelter inflation likely remained the key wildcard, while slowing gasoline and food prices will likely dent 
non-core CPI inflation.  

• Our m/m forecasts imply 6.1%/5.5% Y/Y for total/core prices. 
 
Citi: Difficult to Understate Importance Of This Release 

• Citi forecast core CPI at 0.46% M/M based on continued strength from key services but also a pick-up in 
core goods prices and used cars in particular (seen +0.8% M/M albeit with downside risks from negative 
seasonal factors after -1.9% in Jan).  

• Barring any further market turmoil due to financial stability concerns over the coming week, we would 
expect a 0.5% M/M increase in core CPI to keep the Fed on track to hike by 50bp at the March meeting. 

• Shelter: still solid primary rents (0.70%) and OER (0.63%). We would expect even further slowing in shelter 
prices into March if realized, although we risk overestimating how quickly shelter prices can ease.  

• Other non-shelter services should be strong overall, although with a continued drag from the medical 
insurance component in CPI which isn’t included in PCE inflation. Prices for medical services themselves 
however should remain strong, as should prices for recreation services and transportation services, 
including a 1.5% M/M bounce back in airfares. 

• Headline CPI seen softer at 0.4% M/M due to a retracement in utility gas prices.  

• Note that food prices should also continue to slow, although they still expect strength in food services 
prices, an important input into core non-shelter services prices in PCE inflation (excluded from core CPI).  

• While less important than CPI, PPI will be worth paying attention too as well. The main components to 
watch will be various medical services prices, airfares and financial services prices that will matter for PCE.  

 
JPM: Modest Deceleration in Shelter Offset By Used Car Prices To Bounce 

• JPMorgan forecast core CPI at 0.46% M/M (5.5% Y/Y, -0.1pp).  

• The acceleration from the 0.41% M/M in Jan is helped by used car prices rising 1.5% although partly offset 
by new car prices dipping -0.1%, plus a smaller drag from medical care services of -0.4%.  

• Outright strength is seen from modestly softer but still elevated shelter components: OER 0.61%, tenants’ 
rents 0.68% and lodging away from home 1.0% M/M.  

• Other items: public transportation prices seen rising 0.5% M/M on back of jet fuel increases plus a smaller 
gain from apparel of +0.1% M/M.  

• Headline seen 0.4% M/M (6.0% Y/Y, -0.4pps) with food just 0.2% M/M and energy -0.1% on mixed details.  
 
GS: Above Consensus Despite Sequential Rent Moderation 

• Goldman Sachs forecast core CPI at 0.45% M/M in Feb (5.56% Y/Y). Three key component-level trends:  

• i) 0.5% M/M increase in used car prices on rising used-car auction prices, and a -0.2% decline in new car 
prices, reflecting increased auto dealer promotional incentives this month.  

• ii) CPI airfares to have surged 8% as demand for air travel remains strong, jet fuel prices remain high, and 
we have observed a sharp increase in our airline team’s real-time measure of airfares.  

• iii) shelter inflation to continue to decelerate on a sequential basis (rent +0.62%, OER +0.59%), as 
weakness in rent growth for new-tenant leases offsets the continued catch-up of continuing-tenant leases 
to market rates. 

• Headline CPI 0.40% M/M on stable energy prices and somewhat higher food prices (6.08% Y/Y, -0.3pps).  

• Going forward, we expect monthly core CPI inflation to remain in the 0.3-0.4% range in the next few 
months, reflecting higher paths for used car and shelter inflation, before coming down to around 0.2% in 
2H23. We forecast core CPI inflation of 3.7% Y/Y in Dec’23 and 2.6% in Dec’24. The deceleration we 
expect in 2023 is driven more by goods than services categories. 

 
BofA: Upside Risks To Consensus From Used Cars, Plus Sticky-High Non-Housing Services 

• BofA see core CPI at 0.42% M/M with risks tilted to the upside.  
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• Core goods prices likely rose by 0.1% M/M, the second consecutive monthly increase following three 
monthly declines. While we expect used car prices fell again (-0.5% M/M), we think risks are to the upside 
and would not be surprised to see an increase in used cars given Manheim data. If used car prices were to 
instead increase by 0.5% M/M, then core CPI would likely come in at 0.5% M/M. 

• We also expect core services prices increased by 0.5% M/M, unchanged from January. Shelter inflation 
(0.7% M/M) should again prove to be the main driver as we expect strong increases for rent, OER and 
lodging away from home.  

• Core services excluding rent and OER inflation, by our estimate, should rise slightly from 0.3% to 0.4% 
M/M owing largely to a more moderate decline in medical care services inflation. Inflation for services other 
than medical care and shelter likely also remained sticky-high in February. 

 
ANZ: Core Goods Prices Appear To Have Ended Their Deflationary Run 

• ANZ see core CPI inflation at 0.4% M/M and headline 0.5% M/M.  

• Core goods prices appear to have ended their deflationary run, meaning any future easing in inflation will 
need to come from service prices.  

• Rents should start easing in H2 2023. Core services ex-housing inflation is likely to remain problematic 
given the tightness of the labour market.  

 
SEB: Used Car Prices Provide Near-Term Upside Risk  

• Headline inflation is seen at 0.4% M/M (6.0% Y/Y, -0.4pp), declining fast driven by falling energy prices and 
even more as a result of base effects from strong price increases in 2022. It is expected to hit around 3% 
this summer. 

• Core inflation is seen at 0.4% M/M (5.5% Y/Y, -0.1pp), having been very muted over the last 4 months, 
rising at an average monthly pace of 0.36% and considering that rents are rising at a brisk pace, it has 
added almost 0.3pp per month. Rents inflation is predicted to continue to rise fast in the near term. 

• Core inflation ex shelter has increased by only 0.1% M/M on average over the last 4 months, which is 
below the already low pre-pandemic trend.  

• Declining prices on used cars and medical care have contributed to the low readings. Used car prices are 
still very elevated but auction prices have turned higher over the last 2-3 months, and this is a near-term 
upside risk to core CPI in February. 

• Inflation indicators edged higher in the beginning of this year after trending lower in 2022. Levels are still 
slightly elevated. 

 
Unicredit: Holding At 0.4% M/M With Broad-Based Drivers Of Monthly Core Inflation 

• Unicredit expect both headline and core CPI rose 0.4% M/M in February. In Y/Y terms, this would mean a 
deceleration in headline to 6.1% with the core rate unchanged at 5.6%.  

• Upward drivers of monthly inflation are likely to be broad-based, including core goods (particularly used 
cars), shelter and other core services.  

• In non-core items, higher gasoline and food prices will likely be offset by lower utility gas prices. 

• The CPI report, particularly super-core, will be key in determining the size of the Fed hike on 22 March. 
 
MS: A More Favourable Composition Of Core Pressures, Core Services Ex-Housing To Slow 

• Morgan Stanley forecast core CPI inflation at 0.38% M/M, however, while we expect the monthly change in 
core CPI to not show much slowdown from Dec and Jan (0.40/0.42), the composition is turning more 
friendly on the margin.  

• Core goods prices are likely to tick up on the back of rising vehicle prices, but slowing shelter and other 
core services price pressures should help to offset this boost. 

• Core goods prices to see an up-tick after months of negative and low growth. Vehicle prices play a key role 
for our forecast of strong deflationary pressures from the goods side throughout the year. After five months 
of sharp and larger than expected declines, leading indicators are now pointing towards a pause in Feb. 
Used car prices seen +0.79% M/M (after -1.94) and new cars should also see a slightly bounce.  

• Both OER and rents seen 0.67% M/M and hotels to also cool off a bit for some slowing in the shelter 
component.  

• Medical inflation should again be a major drag on core services inflation in February.  

• Core services ex-housing, a key focus of Fed Chair Powell, should moderate at 0.14% M/M after 0.36%. A 
low number here would reinforce confidence that the uptick in this month's inflation report holds less 
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relevance for the policy path. However, the Fed is mostly concerned with the PCE price index, which uses 
a different calculation for medical services not affected by the health insurance reset. 

• Headline seen at 0.39% M/M (6.0% Y/Y, -0.4pps) with both food and energy at 0.4% M/M.  
 
Barclays: Pause In Used Cars Deflation And Still-Strong Core Services 

• Barclays forecast core CPI at 0.38% M/M, driven by another month of inflation in core goods amid an 
expected pause in used-cars deflation, and still-strong core services inflation.  

• Headline CPI seen at 0.37% M/M for 6.0% Y/Y (-0.4pps).  

• Our medium-term core CPI forecasts see 3.2% Y/Y in Dec’23 before 2.6% Y/Y in Dec’24.  
 
DB: Upside Surprise Could Cement Expectations Of 50bp Hike 

• Deutsche Bank see core CPI inflation at 0.36% M/M after 0.42% (5.4% Y/Y, -0.1pp).  

• There will be much focus on core goods, as recent disinflationary pressures from used cars & trucks wane.  

• For services, high rental inflation is not likely to move the needle unless it accelerates much further from 
current levels. In addition, medical services inflation, particularly for health insurance, will continue to be a 
drag. With health care PCE inflation showing a different trend (just 0.1% M/M in Jan), there should be 
greater emphasis on core services excluding rent and health care in the CPI print. 

• Monthly core services ex rent and medical services picked up significantly from 0.4% in Dec to 0.7% in 
Jan. While this is a disparate sector comprising less than 20% of the expenditure basket and includes 
things from airfares to postal services, this is where the Fed will be looking over the upcoming months for 
signs of moderating inflation induced by slowing demand (given different PCE weights). 

• Headline seen 0.37% after 0.52% M/M with seasonally adjusted gas prices roughly unchanged.   

• If the CPI data outperform our expectations, the market could price a meaningfully higher probability of a 
50bps hike for the March 22 FOMC meeting (DB stuck to 25bp hike call post-payrolls). In this case, the Fed 
is likely to deliver on these expectations rather than risk a dovish surprise. 

 
UBS: Clearly Below Consensus But With Upside Risks 

• UBS are below consensus for core CPI with 0.32% M/M, and that’s pushed up from their nowcast of 0.28% 
M/M, although see risks to the upside as has been the case in recent months, and wouldn’t be surprised to 
see core CPI anywhere between 0.23-0.44% M/M.  

• They see the step down from the past couple of months being led by CPI rents (OER 0.61% M/M), which 
we think may finally be starting to see the effect of slowing market rents over the past year and half.  

• Additionally, prices for core goods ex transportation and core services ex housing rents should resume a 
more moderate pace amid consumer import prices trending down and supplier delivery times decreasing.  

• Retail used vehicle price data suggest the CPI for used vehicles will post another solid decline for Feb (and 
a much smaller decline in March). While available data for airfares, hotel prices, and new car prices 
suggest more strength in Feb than Jan, we expect another decline in prices for medical care services.  

• Aside from rents, risks to the upside include apparel prices (Feb and Sep tend to have large seasonal price 
increases) and to transportation services prices (which have been rising quickly of late).  

• Headline CPI seen at 0.31% M/M vs their nowcast of 0.47%.  
 
 

 

MNI Policy Team Insights  
 
 

MNI INTERVIEW: Ex-FDIC's Bair Sees Limited SVB Contagion Risk 
 

By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa (published Mar 12) 

 

(MNI) WASHINGTON - The collapse of Silicon Valley Bank is unlikely to create major waves of contagion or 

significantly disrupt the financial system as long as regulators manage the situation adequately, former FDIC Chair 
Sheila Bair told MNI on Sunday. 
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“It’s a USD200 billion bank in a USD23 trillion banking industry, so if handled with care, I don’t see it creating 
contagion,” she said in an interview. 

“It would be good and I’m sure the FDIC is focused on this, declaring what the uninsured dividend will be tomorrow. 
It looks like the bank had some very high quality assets, so the recoveries for the uninsured could be substantial.” 

She said SVB’s downfall was the product of a classic run on the bank as the firm faced USD42 billion in 
withdrawals in 24 hours. 

“As far as I can tell, Silicon Valley Bank wasn’t insolvent. This was a bank run,” said Bair, who headed the FDIC 
during the financial crisis of 2008. 

She does not expect the FDIC to raise its cap on insured deposits above the $250,000 threshold to prevent similar 
runs on other institutions. 

“I don’t see there’s a need to do that right now. If tomorrow the FDIC can announce a significant dividend to the 
uninsured to give the cash they need to make payroll. It should be at least 50%,” she said. 

WHITE KNIGHT 

Bair said the best outcome, and one which the FDIC is likely still seeking, would be for regulators to find a buyer of 
last resort for the beleaguered bank. 

“I really hope they’re looking for a buyer and I really hope they find one. That would be optimal if they could 
announce tomorrow they have a buyer and the buyer is protecting the uninsured, I think that would calm things 
down really fast,” she said. 

“In situations like these there are no good options, only the least bad option. The advantage of getting a buyer to 
come in is you don’t need to protect the uninsured deposits and you also could guarantee seamless provision of 
services.” 

Bair said she hopes these developments will prompt the Fed to think twice about pressing on with its aggressive 
interest rate hiking campaign, which has seen rates rise nearly 500 basis points in just a year. 

“In December I said they should hit pause. They just need to wait, let this blow through. Accommodative policies 
create financial instability and then when you have to start tightening you can have a problem if not carefully 
managed,” Bair said. 

 
 

MNI INTERVIEW: Inflation Slowdown Should Allow Fed Pause-Tilley 
 

By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa (published Mar 10) 
 

(MNI) WASHINGTON - U.S. inflation is likely to resume its downward drift in coming months despite bumps along 

the way, allowing the Federal Reserve to pause its rate increases after a few more hikes, former Philadelphia Fed 
economic advisor Luke Tilley told MNI. 

Fed Chair Powell’s decision to open the door to a 50-basis-point interest rate hike was understandable given a hot 
streak of recent data and big revisions to CPI that provided an entirely different picture of how the year ended, said 
Tilley, now chief economist at Wilmington Trust. 
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“Three-month annualized basis core inflation was 8% in the middle of last year and had slowed to 3% by the end of 
last year. With those revisions it shifted a lot of inflation from the first to the second half of the year. Now instead of 
a 5% deceleration now it’s something like a 1.5% to 2% deceleration,” he said in an interview with MNI’s FedSpeak 
podcast. 

“Inflation looked a lot more sturdy at the end of the year and now they to respond in kind with the rate hikes.” 

Tilley said that whether the Fed goes 50 or 25 basis points at its March meeting will depend heavily on the outcome 
of the upcoming CPI report for February on Tuesday. 

“If it continues to show that stubbornness in the categories that concern them the most then, absolutely, they’ll 
return to 50 basis point hikes. And if it doesn’t you would expect a 25 basis point move,” he said. (See: MNI 
INTERVIEW: Fed Should Hike 50BPS If Data Stay Strong-Kohn) 

“Most likely is two 25-basis-point hikes or one 50-basis-point hikes getting you to 5.25% or 5.5% at the top of the 
range. And then if we continue to get the slowdown in inflation that I think is still there, despite it looking a little 
different after the seasonal adjustment changes, then it’s going to be a very different picture six months from now. 
We’ll have hit that peak in rates and the next question will be if they’re cutting any time soon.” 

RECESSION BASE CASE, SOFT LANDING POSSIBLE 

Tilley said he ascribes a 55% probability to the economy entering a recession this year but also sees a 40% chance 
of a so-called soft landing where the economy slows and inflation comes down without slipping into outright 
contraction. 

“If you happen to continue to get a slowdown in those inflation categories and they happen fast enough the Fed 
doesn’t have to hike as much,” he said. “If you get people returning to the labor force and you get lower wages 
there’s no reasons we shouldn’t get a soft landing.” 

Tilley said strong job growth in itself was not a reason for worry as long as wage growth eases gradually. 

“I don’t think job growth is a problem by itself but we need to continue to see a slowdown in wages,” he said. 

The latest jobs numbers for February showed just that, with a robust gain of 311,000 new jobs accompanied by a 
slowing in average hourly earnings of 0.2%. 
 
 
 

MNI INTERVIEW: Fed Should Hike 50bps If Data Stay Strong - Kohn 

 
By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa (published Mar 9) 
 

(MNI) WASHINGTON - The Federal Reserve should keep open the option to revert to a 50-basis-point rate 

increase in March if upcoming data on jobs and inflation corroborate a burst of strength early this year, former Fed 
Vice Chair Donald Kohn told MNI. 

“If it turns out that January wasn’t an outlier and the data that they have for February confirm or at least don’t 
undercut the January resilience in both prices and activity, then they need to be open to larger moves, at least one 
larger move,” Kohn said in an interview. 

“I’m guessing they don’t want to make 50 the baseline – keep 25 as the baseline but when the data come in that 
suggest they’ve falling a bit further behind where they thought they would be” the Fed might act more aggressive ly. 
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Markets have sharply repriced the peak fed funds rate up to around 5.6% after a strong streak of economic data 
and hawkish testimony from Chair Jerome Powell this week. Investors and Fed officials will be scouring reports on 
jobs Friday and CPI Tuesday for clues as to whether the recent strength proves persistent. (See MNI INTERVIEW: 
Fed Likely Needs To Move Rates Above 6%-Mishkin) 

DIFFERENT PICTURE 

“He had to acknowledge that the data had shifted pretty dramatically in January including revisions to past data 
which gave a different picture of underlying trends,” Kohn said. “The point of downshifting to 25 was to evaluate 
incoming data.” 

The Fed stepped down the pace of hikes to a quarter point in February but the hot run of economic figures – and 
now the official suggestion from Powell – have reopened the door to a half-point move. 

“Looking at their preferred measure of inflation, services ex-housing, we’re not making any progress on that and 
only modest progress on the wage front feeding into that – and labor markets remaining very tight,” Kohn said. 

Kohn, whose career at the Fed spanned some four decades, said he’s not sure how high rates will have to go to 
become “sufficiently restrictive” to completely root out inflation pressures, but he says there is likely to be an 
upward revision to the Fed’s SEP forecast for the fed funds peak. 

“The last SEP, almost half the people wanted it higher than what the median was so the median was not 
representative of the central tendency,” he said. 

“It wouldn’t take much to bring that median up at least 25 and maybe 50 basis points depending on how many 
people shift how high.” 

Still, he warned that “whatever they put down will be just an estimate, a projection that’s subject to revision, that’s 
the point here. They’re in a phase in which the incoming data will help them determine how high they need to go 
and how fast they need to get there.” 

‘THE PLANE HAS TO LAND’ 

Kohn rejected recent market speculation over a “no landing” scenario where the economy simply maintains 
momentum despite aggressive Fed tightening. 

“That’s not going to work, that’s not going to get inflation back into the three range. So there has to be a landing. 
Certainly, the resilience of the economy and of prices early in 2023 mean they raise to raise rates more,” he said. 

That doesn’t necessarily mean the economy is bound for recession, however. 

“I think they need to slow growth quite substantially, well below potential, vacancies need to start dropping, the 
unemployment rate probably needs to rise at least some in order to take pressure off,” he said. “The plane needs to 
land. That said, I don’t entirely get why the tighter policy implies more chances of a hard landing.” 

 

 


